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Archaeology of the Norman
Conquest: new directions in
material culture research in the
11th and 12th centuries
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after Royalist Newark’s surrender in 1646 and
restored in the 19th century by Salvin.
Day 4 was back to the Stone Age! One might
have been sceptical about headlines such as
‘Sistine Chapel of the Ice Age found at Creswell
Crags,’ but visiting Church Hole cave with a
knowlegeable guide equipped with pointer and
torch, we were able to recognise the incised
outline of a stag, possible birds or dancing
women and symbols of a type also found in
caves elsewhere. The walk through the gorge
with its many caverns was interesting as was
the museum and hospitable visitors’ centre.
Our final visit was to Bolsover Castle with
its elegant architecture and spectacular views
over a once-industrial landscape. Although
originally a Norman castle, what we see today
are remains of the 17th-century country retreat
of Charles Cavendish, son of Bess of Hardwick.
The ‘Little Castle’ with its vaulted interior,
splendid fireplaces and painted rooms evokes
renaissance notions of aristocratic leisure. What
looked like a floor-length pictorial tapestry in
one room turned out to be a photograph of a
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Blickling original, photoshopped and printed
onto canvas! In the spacious Riding House we
were impressed by the great oak timbers of the
roof. Originally these were hidden by a ceiling.
The third structure on the site is the 11-bay
Terrace Range housing state apartments where
Charles1 stayed and attended the masque
written for that occasion by Ben Jonson.
Many thanks to Dr Bowden for
masterminding as well as guiding such an
interesting and varied tour.
Margaret Forrester
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Alexsanda McClain, Senior Lecturer in
Medieval Archaeology at the University of
York, was our speaker for this year’s Sue
Margeson Memorial Lecture. The lecture
summarized the genesis and progress of
the current AHRC-funded research network
Archaeologies of the Norman Conquest,
focusing on material culture in the 11th
and 12th centuries. It looked at the current
state of research, with examples from
workshops and case studies, which is moving
methodologies and interpretative agendas in
this period forward.
There has been a truism in archaeology
that the Norman Conquest is somewhat
‘invisible’ materially, apart from new castles
and rebuilt churches — that we can’t see this
momentous cultural and political change in
the stuff of everyday life. Dr McClain used a
number of Yorkshire case studies partly to
describe continuity and change in styles of
church architecture but also to illustrate new
methodological approaches, particularly
involving the scientific side of archaeology.
These have allowed archaeologists to use
human and animal remains and the residues
of foodstuffs inside pottery remnants to
probe differences in diet, health, cuisine,
and consumption practices on either side
of the Conquest. They highlight that even
when things like pottery did not apparently
change at 1066, the way pots were used and
the things cooked inside them, sometimes
altered substantially.
Other materials, like coinage and the
moneyers who produced them, tell stories
of both sharp change and disruption (coin
hoarding around the time of 1066 and the
Harrying of the North) as well as strategic
continuity. Moneyers and tax collectors from
the pre-Conquest period not only maintained
their positions, but thrived and advanced in
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the new Anglo-Norman world.
Certain practices, such as fallow deer
emparkment and hunting and the rising
consumption of fish and chicken, were
not introduced by the Normans or due to
the Conquest, as once thought. They were
already extant behaviours in elite AngloSaxon society which were adopted by the
Normans and rapidly accelerated to meet
their own social goals.
This project is encouraging archaeology
of the period to move beyond simplistic
dichotomies of continuity and change, to
develop new techniques and methods of
analysis, asking not just what particular
things changed and what stayed the same,
but who was making those choices, and
most importantly why they were, given
the complex sociocultural process that was
happening around them.
You can find out more about the project,
and follow along with future work, at http://
www.normanarchaeology.org and on Twitter
and Facebook on @archaeNC
Edmund Perry, Hon. Secretary
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